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Executive Summary
Increasing global land temperature has become a major cause of concern for countries around the world.
Remarkably, this is the third consecutive year a new global annual temperature record has been set. The
average global temperature across land and ocean surface areas for 2016 was 0.94°C (1.69°F) above the
20th century average of 13.9°C (57.0°F) (1). Increasing global temperature is an indicator of global climate
change. This phenomenon affects energy consumption, precipitation cycles and crop production apart
from a rise in sea levels which can displace people living near the coastal areas. Despite alarming
evidences and consistent warnings from scientific communities to curb the impact of rising temperatures,
the governmental organizations have not responded at the desired pace.
United Nations Environmental Programme (UNEP), a UN body which coordinates its environmental
activities by assisting countries in implementing environmentally sound policies and practices, wants to
introduce its Special Sustainability Programs for countries which are at most risk due to the rising
surface temperature.
Problem Description:
Business Problem: Successful implementation of the special sustainability program is an important
factor in help UNEP reduce the impact of increasing global temperatures. To help implement these
measures, UNEP wants to study their impact and use the results to convince member countries to
implement them in the future.
Forecasting Problem: UNEP has approached us to create a forecasting model to predict land
temperatures for the selected countries. The goal is to:


Forecast yearly average temperature for next 5 years (2013-2017) to sensitize the countries about the
risk of climate change and convince them to deploy the existing sustainability measures in a more
aggressive manner



Forecast monthly average temperatures for next 24 months (Jan’13-Dec’14) as benchmarks to study
the effect of new sustainability programs (using test and control groups)

Success criteria:
Actual temperatures recorded in the future should be as close to the forecasts as possible. Any positive
deviation would signify the country is enforcing the sustainability measures properly.
Data Description:
UNEP has provided us with data for monthly average temperatures from Jan' 1750 to Dec’ 2012 for 10
countries. These countries were directly selected by UNEP based on several factors such as
industrialization in the country, developing/developed status of the country, CO2 emissions etc. Here we
have used the data for a single country, China, to forecast its land temperatures. In addition, we analyzed

the data for the remaining 9 countries including India, US, UK, South Korea, France, Germany, Saudi
Arabia, Australia and Canada.
Key Characteristics: Through initial EDA, we find that the data has the following characteristics:
1. Trend: The yearly data (average over 12 months) follows a 3rd order polynomial trend
2. Seasonality: The monthly average land temperature data follows a monthly seasonality with a
slightly increasing upwards linear trend.

Technical Summary
Data Preparation:
As per the business goal defined earlier in the report we had to produce two kinds of forecasts viz.
monthly (24 forecast periods from Jan’ 2013- Dec’ 2014) and yearly (5 forecast periods from 2013-2017).


For monthly forecasts, we considered data from 1970-2012 since the change in temperature became
visibly important after 1970. Through EDA, we concluded that there was slight linear trend visible
along with monthly seasonality. Hence we decided to use Naive (Lag-12), Holt-Winters (Additive),
and Multiple Linear Regression to test the data and forecast future values.



For yearly forecasts, we considered data for the past 100 years from 1913-2012 to help produce
forecasts for next 5 years since this was the period when affect was significantly visible due to rapid

industrialization. Through EDA, we concluded that yearly data had a 3rd order polynomial trend in
most cases. Hence we selected Naïve (Lag-1), Double Exponential, and Multiple Linear Regression
to test the data and forecast future values.
Performance Metrics:
The performance metric we used in this case was the Mean Average Percentage Error (MAPE). This was
because we are not interested in comparing countries against each other, but the change in the temperature
of a particular country w.r.t its past temperature. This was important since UNEP is trying to identify
individual countries to implement its sustainability measures. We also calculated the RMSE for both
training and validation period separately for each method and these values were compared to check the
overfitting (if any) of the data. The model with least MAPE and no overfitting (through RMSE) was
further used to forecast monthly and yearly values.
After generating forecasts with the best model, we also checked for autocorrelations using ACF plot. If
there was any autocorrelation (lag 1 or lag 2) we used the ARIMA model to calculate the “errors of
errors”. Next we ran ACF plot of residuals of ARIMA to check if any autocorrelation still existed. The
final forecasted values included the values of best fit model + ARIMA along with respective confidence
and prediction intervals.
Test Case - China:
Like most other countries, the monthly data for China had a linear trend with monthly seasonality.
Applying the 3 models to this data, we identified that Holt Winter’s had the lowest MAPE. However, on
checking autocorrelations for the residuals using ACF plot, we observed seasonality and concluded that
Holt-Winter’s was in fact not capturing the seasonality well. Therefore, we decided to use MLR (with
second best MAPE) for forecasting monthly values.

Notice that even though the difference in the RMSE for training and validation data was significant, the
MLR was predicting the data very well and hence was a good choice to select. Refer Appendix-1 for plot
of all models fitted to the original dataset. Refer Appendix-2 for the time plot of residuals for MLR.

For yearly data with third degree polynomial trend and no seasonality we found that double exponential
method produced the lowest Mape. Hence it was used to prepare the five year forecast.

Conclusion and Recommendation
With the 24 month and 5-yearly forecasts provided to UNEP, we would recommend the following:


To test the validity of the Special Sustainability Programs, UNEP should create test and control
groups with test group following the Sustainability program and control group not following any of
the measures. UNEP can then compare the average temperatures for test and control groups against
forecasted temperatures and analyze how effective the Special Sustainability programs are.



Assuming that the Special sustainability programs are successful, UNEP should keep adding the latest
temperature data to the model and revise the forecasting model if required, so that the model becomes
more robust and can forecast temperatures with more accuracy, thereby helping UNEP to identify
other countries which should be part of the Special programs.



Because the model doesn’t take any external factors into consideration, UNEP could enhance the
current model by identifying and adding factors that have strong correlation with average
temperatures.



Given the CO2 emissions have a strong correlation with the increasing temperatures, UNEP should
introduce Carbon tax worldwide.



A carbon tax is a fee for making users of fossil fuels pay for climate damage their fuel use imposes by
releasing carbon dioxide into the atmosphere, and for motivating switches to clean energy.



UNEP could also collaborate with agencies such as Energy Coordinating Agency (ECA) which
specialize in providing infrastructural support to curb temperature increases.
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